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Abstract 
Game-based learning is a relatively important part of the learning process. The game itself is a strong 
motivational factor for the children. They are not only informed about new facts, learns new skills and 
gets him new experiences, but the experience of the game also works well for better keeping and 
remembering these issues. A child who is given mediation through the game will take more of his 
education. 

This is one of reasons for launching a project called Children’s University of Faculty of Education, 
University of West Bohemia, Czech Republic, where our Department of Mathematics has taken part 
from the very beginning. The project is focused on pupils of the first and second grade of elementary 
school. Through many offered courses from many various disciplines, including mathematics, physics, 
chemistry, IT, history, Czech, English, German, music, visual arts or biology, it allows them to learn 
new things and, in addition, to discover university life and its habits, such as ceremonial matriculation 
or graduation. 

In this article, the whole concept of Children’s University is presented – from its very beginning in the 
year 2013 till the current form. At the same time, the reader is acquainted with the course of the 
Children’s University as well as with selected interesting mathematical courses which allow the 
children to get familiar with. This selection is complemented by a detailed introduction to the course 
called Prime numbers and ciphers. At first, in this course, children are motivated with solving a simple 
cipher known from a short story The Gold-Bug by Edgar Alan Poe. After solving the cipher, the 
teacher goes to the possibilities of encryption and the associated importance of prime numbers. By 
doing so, the children also get to a fairly simple way of the primality test using the sieve of 
Eratosthenes. At the end of the article, the reader is introduced to the preparation of the future course, 
which is going to be prepared for children in the following school year. Its name is Quest for 
mathematical lollipop and it consists of interesting and entertaining math-related activities, such as 
simple sudoku, tasks for estimating area, length or quantity, building a tangram and more. At the end 
of the course, successful solvers will be rewarded with a (mathematical) lollipop. 

Keywords: Children University, first grade of elementary school, second grade of elementary school, 
mathematical courses, origami, sieve of Eratosthenes. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Game-based learning is a relatively important part of the learning process. The game itself is a strong 
motivational factor for the child. The child is not only informed about new facts, learns new skills and 
gets him new experiences, but the experience of the game also works well for better keeping and 
remembering these facts. A child who is given mediation through the game will take more of his 
education. 

The idea of organizing a project of Children’s University at the Faculty of Education, University of West 
Bohemia in Pilsen had two main goals. Besides the reasons mentioned above, it was but also the 
effort to show the functioning of higher education institutions to the pupils of the first and the second 
grade of elementary schools and to show them how university studies look like from the student’s 
point of view. 

The concept of Children’s University is simple. Children enrolled in the study choose from offered 
courses that cover a wide range of various disciplines. Courses take place on Thursday afternoon 
every week from October to December. in this time, children also get acquainted with some specialties 
of the university education. For example, in the very beginning they take part in the ceremonial 
matriculation, when they receive their study reports where their academic achievements are being 
recorded. At the end of year, after all the study is finished, children become graduates at the 
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ceremonial graduation. There they receive a certificate confirming their successful participation at 
Children’s University. 

 
Figure 1. Ceremonial graduation. 

There were four departments from the Faculty of Education that took part in the first year of Children’s 
University in 2013 – Department of Mathematics, Department of Technical Education, Department of 
Physics and Department of Chemistry. The offer was quite modest at that time, and children could 
choose from only 14 courses. 

In the following years, the number of departments involved in the project has grown to the current 15. 
In addition, some courses are co-organized by Center of Robotics, Zoological and botanical garden 
Plzen and the engineering company Pilsen Steel, s.r.o. Nowadays, children can choose from a varied 
offer of dozens of courses, such as guitar playing, experiments with fire or liquid nitrogen, 
programming, excursions to the zoo, introduction to non-traditional physical activities, a course 
devoted to the development of contemporary Czech language and many others. [1] 

Department of Mathematics does not stay behind with its offer. The whole 14 courses are prepared for 
the pupils. Let's introduce some of them more. 

2 EXISTING MATHEMATICAL COURSES 
Since the first year of Children's University, there is a course called simply Origami which is dedicated 
to origami - Japanese paper folding art. The course is designed for both the first and second grade 
pupils. Children learn about the origin of the origami and try to create some simpler or even more 
complicated origami under the guidance of the teacher. Usually, a simple model is prepared for 
smaller children, such as a tulip or a Christmas tree, older children can handle, for example, sono 
cube. It is certainly interesting to emphasize that a large part of the pupils already have some 
experience with this activity and therefore they don’t afraid to try some new and more complicated 
models, often with a successful result. 
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Figure 2. Mathematics in practical use. 

Other course which is offered to children is called Interesting geometry and is prepared for the first 
grade pupils. Many interesting problem tasks related to congruences are presented  to children. A tool 
called MIRA mirror is used to solve the tasks. Based on properties of shown congruences, children try 
to solve some simple puzzles on their own. 

Among the new courses we can mention, for example, one called Mathematical Kangaroo tasks. In 
this course, available for both first and second grade pupils, children encounter mathematical 
competitions currently held in more than 30 countries around the world. For first grade children lower 
level tasks are prepared (from 2nd up to 5th class) while complicated tasks are prepared for pupils of 
the second grade (from 6th up to 9th class). 

Naturally, not only the academic staff of our department is involved in the courses. On contrary, some 
of our students – future teachers of mathematics are being offered to take part in leading the courses, 
so they can gain important experience for their work with children. An example of a course led by 
students is Puzzle and geometric Pilsen. Pupils from the second grade learn the details about some 
buildings in Pilsen through puzzles and tasks, or they create a model of some of the buildings. In 
doing so, they recall the properties of mathematical bodies, practice their drawing skills, working with 
glue. In addition, the children improve their orientation in the center of the city they live in. 

After this short list of courses, let us take a closer look at one particular course and its content. 

3 EXAMPLE OF A PARTICULAR COURSE 
The course called Prime numbers and ciphers is prepared for the second grade pupils. Its main goal is 
to show to children a close link between prime numbers and encryption. 

At the beginning, children together with the teacher try to solve a motivational word problem. Their 
task is to decrypt a message by the infamous pirate captain Kidd which is based on a short story The 
Gold-Bug by Edgar Alan Poe. The key to finding captain’s hidden treasure is to solve following cipher: 

53‡‡†305))6*;4826)4‡.)4‡);806*;48†8¶60))85;;]8*;:‡*8†83(88)5*†;46(;88*96*?;8)*‡(;485);5*†2:*‡(;495
6*2(5*-4)8¶8*;4069285);)6†8)4‡‡;1(‡9;48081;8:8‡1;48†85;4)485†528806*81(‡9;48;(88;4(‡?34;48)4‡
;161;:188;‡?; 
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Without any problem, children assume that the cipher contains a statement in English because Kidd 
was an Englishman. That means that each character in the cipher may substitute a letter of the 
English alphabet. With this help, the decryption of the cipher is no longer hopeless. 

The most frequent character in the cipher is 8, and the most frequent letter in ordinary English text is 
the letter e, thus we start with the substitution of the letter 8 by the letter e. 

There is a grammatical article the in English and in the text, there are seven groups ;48. Therefore, it 
can be assumed that the character ; means the letter t and the character 4 means the letter h. After 
these two substitution, the text is: 

53‡‡†305))6*the26)h‡.)h‡)te06*the†e¶60))e5tt]e*t:‡*e†e3(ee)5*†th6(tee*96*?te)*‡(the5)t5*†2:*‡(th95
6*2(5*-h)e¶e*th0692e5)t)6†e)h‡‡t1(‡9the0e1te:e‡1the†e5th)he5†52ee06*e1(‡9thet(eeth(‡?3hthe)h‡
t161t:1eet‡?t 

Some children may notice there is a string of characters thet(ee in the end of the text. It is possible 
that character ( is a letter r and the t(ee means the tree. 

Further, there are groups of characters th6rtee* and thr‡?3h which probably correspond to English 
words thirteen and through. After the substitution of characters 6, *, ‡, ? and 3 with letters i, n, o, u 
and g, the message is: 

5goo†g05))inthe2i)ho.)ho)te0inthe†e¶i0))e5tt]ent:one†egree)5n†thirteen9inute)northe5)t5n†2:north95i
n2r5n-h)e¶enth0i92e5)t)i†e)hoot1ro9the0e1te:eo1the†e5th)he5†52ee0ine1ro9thetreethroughthe)hot1
i1t:1eetout 

In the string of characters †egree, a character † apparently stands for a letter d. Further, in a string 
9inute), characters 9 and ) could be substituted by letters m and s. Now, the message is: 

5goodg05ssinthe2isho.shoste0inthede¶i0sse5tt]ent:onedegrees5ndthirteenminutesnorthe5st5nd2:nort
hm5in2r5n-hse¶enth0im2e5stsideshoot1romthe0e1te:eo1thede5thshe5d52ee0ine1romthetreethrough
theshot1i1t:1eetout 

From the existence of string 5good at the beginning of the text and from the string northe5st, children 
may deduce that character 5 corresponds to letter a. 

The complete decryption of the message is now only a matter of time. The final text that the pupils 
obtain after inserting spaces between words is: 

A good glass in the bishop’s hostel in the devil’s seat. Twenty one degrees and thirteen minutes 
northeast and by north. Main branch seventh limb eastside. Shoot from the left eye of the death’s 
head. A bee line from the tree through the shot fifty feet out. 

Despite the fact that most of the children have some experience with English, it is appropriate to give 
them an explanation based on the story The Gold-Bug. The heroes of the story can find a group of tall 
rocks and cliffs known as Bessop's Castle (bishop's hostel). Nearby there is a rock protrusion that 
resembles a chair (devil's seat). The text "twenty one degrees and thirteen minutes northeast and by 
north" provides instructions for using a telescope (good glass). By means of this, a skull (death's head) 
is discovered in the leaves of a distant tree. Part of the text "main branch seventh limb eastside" refers 
to the position of the skull on the tree and "shoot from the left eye of the death's head" means to 
indicate a place on the ground located directly below the left eye orbit. The last part of the report "a 
bee line from the tree through the shot fifty feet away" determines where the treasure is buried. Just 
guide a line straight from the tree and start digging at the distance of 50 feet. [2] 

This motivational word problem is quite easy to solve, so the children can experience the success of 
decrypting the cipher. The attention of children is now  attracted to the possibilities of encryption. The 
teacher continues with an explanation of the existence of more complicated encryption methods which 
are being nowadays used, for example, in banking (RSA encryption algorithm) and is closely related to 
the application of mathematics, namely the use of prime numbers. 

Of course, the introduction of the entire RSA algorithm is not quite possible for children at the second 
grade. Only the main idea of using large prime numbers is outlined. This leads to an interesting 
question: how to decide if a given number is a prime number. 

There is a fairly wide scope for introducing a simple and interesting primality test, so called sieve of 
Eratosthenes. This ancient algorithm allows finding all prime numbers up to any given limit by 
gradually deleting certain numbers from the list of natural numbers according to the given key. 
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After completing the course, pupils are familiar with some new knowledge about the simple 
substitution method of encryption or the possibility of primality test of I given number. In addition, one 
of the possible applications of mathematics is presented to them in a suitable way. [1] 

4 PREPARATION OF A NEW COURSE FOR THE NEXT YEAR OF CHILDREN’S 
UNIVERSITY 

As mentioned above, the number of the offered courses have grown up over the years and new 
courses still come to beginning. For the next year of Children's University, we plan the introduction of a 
new course entitled Quest for mathematical lollipop on the Department of Mathematics. 

Its anticipated content is a set of interesting and entertaining activities related to mathematics. They 
will be gradually fulfilled by the children on several stages located in the school building. Once a 
certain part of activities is completed successfully (each successful completion of a activity will be 
recorded in a card received by each pupil before the start of the course), the child will be rewarded 
with a lollipop. 

The division into activities allows great variability because different activities may be used each year. 
This will ensure that even children who attend this course in two consecutive years will encounter 
something new. 

We anticipate that logical tasks will prevail among the activities. Let us have a close look at following 
examples: 

4.1 Sudoku 
Sudoku is one of the most well-known puzzles, children are familiar with it and usually have some 
experience with solving it. We assume that this task should not be problematic. It is possible to 
prepare two different difficulty for children of different age – a traditional sudoku with size of 9x9 fields 
for older children and a smaller sudoku with size of 4x4 for younger ones. Using some symbols 
instead of numbers may be interesting diversification. 

 
Figure 3. Sudoku for younger children. 

4.2 Estimation of quantity, length and area 
Different estimates of quantity, length or area belong to real life. In our case, we anticipate an 
estimation of a number of balls or beans placed in a glass. The child has a fairly realistic chance of 
getting closer to the correct result if he or she logically thinks how many balls fit into the bottom of the 
glass and furthermore considers how many layers of balls will be in the whole glass. Similarly, when 
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estimating the length of, for example, a string or a skein, it is possible to achieve quite accurate 
results, considering that different parts of the human body can be used to "measure" objects (e.g. 
thumb width, distance between thumb and forefinger, etc.). Finally, we suppose the realization of the 
area estimation using schematic images plotted in a grid where it is possible to quickly estimate the 
number of squares occupied and thus the whole area can be estimated. 

 
Figure 4. Estimation of area. 

4.3 Tangrams 
Composing geometric shapes – five triangles, squares and parallelogram, colored with different colors 
– to create images of different objects from the real world, such as a cat, a swan, a dog, a fish, etc., is 
also well known. For children, even with some help, it should be easy to handle. 

 
Figure 5. Tangrams. 

4.4 Loading the trucks 
This activity is close to tangrams and it works on a similar principle. The pupil gets one of three trucks 
and two or three colored bodies. The task is to place these bodies on the truck's trunk. The activity can 
be offered in different difficulties where the easier ones should be well managed for pupils of the 
second grade of elementary school. 
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Figure 6. Trucks. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
Attending Children's University is not just a fun for Thursday afternoon for children. On the contrary, it 
is necessary to admit that the courses cover a wide range of disciplines, and each child can find there 
something interesting and entertaining. In addition to the fun of the activities, the courses also have an 
outstanding educational role. Children are given new knowledge, information and skills in a playful 
way. A number of disciplines that can be usually considered boring or even scary for pupils (for 
example, mathematics, physics or chemistry) are introduced to them from a different point of view. 

As an evidence that this project is a very attractive, we can mention that Children’s University of 
Faculty of Education, University of West Bohemia in Pilsen is not solitary. Similar projects for children 
have been existing for several years at Faculty of Electrical Engineering (so called JuniorFEL) and 
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering (Children's Technical University of the Faculty of Mechanical 
Engineering). Besides the support from various organizations collaborating with the university and its 
faculties, such as the mentioned zoo of the city of Pilsen or the Center of Robotics, these projects are 
also financially supported at the regional level. Let us also point out that even in Czech Republic, the 
Pilsen Region is not an exception for such events, other children's and junior universities can be 
found, for example, at Charles University, ČVUT and other universities. [3, 4, 5] 
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